
DREAM WEAVING
PLANES OF       UNITY

PLANES OF              THOUGHTFORM
PLANES OF              MAGIC

PLANES OF                 DREAMTIME

PHYSICAL
PLANEChi

Coming

Chi
Going

As the dream is energized
it steps down 8 Planes of
Reality into the Physical

It takes 18 months in time
at initiation 1024
and 6-8 months in time
at initiation 3000 to step
any dream into physicality

DREAM CATCHER
CHAKRA

Constructed  as 3,000
DNA  segments  is 
embodied

Keeping Track of Your
Dream - Troubleshooting

Of all the Chi available to me:
What % is coming in?
What % is going out?
Where is the rest?
¥ Chi Brokers?
¥ Bits of Dream missing to Dream

Brokers?
¥ Cords of Attachment?
¥ Dream shattered?
¥ Dream bargains/exchanges?
¥ Individuals tapped into your

creative flow?
¥ Dream entwined / swapped with

someone else's dream?

Dream woven
with Magic
in Language
of Light
Tones
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MAINTENANCE OF
ONE'S DREAM

The dreamtime planes have been resolved. This allows those who have attained 3000

or higher to manifest their dream with ease. One will require maintaining the dream

daily so that one doesn't end up manifesting something other than one's intentions.

Here are some suggested dream maintenance tips.

1. The dream is rewoven and sits as an egg shaped energy pattern behind the

neck. Make sure that the dream is whole and complete. If someone has taken a chunk

or drilled a hole sucking the dream out leaving a hollow shell in its place, retrieve all

that has been lost, and return all that has been inserted. Then intend completion with

the party or parties at cause balancing all scales of karma.

2. Make sure that there is not less and less chi coming from the dreamtime planes

in a given week. If there is a decline in available chi, intend to release karma and

complete with those that are taking your creative flow. Then retrieve all that has been

lost that is beyond karmic settlement.

3. Intentions for ascension or manifestation of a particular dream, such as for a

loving partner that can ascend with oneself, or for a workshop to manifest, or for clients

to find oneself, are small holograms that sit outside of one's dream. Each hologram

should have a thread leading to one or more who is being called to the dance of partici-

pation with one's dream. Make sure that all threads are present and to all concerned,

and reel them in like a fish. If threads are missing, see who is interfering with one's

spell casting and release the karma and intend completion with all parties involved,

recasting the spell.

4. Clear the dream daily of all projections or attachments. Sometimes others will

attach a dream that is not one's own, and one's chi will thereby go into manifesting the

dream of another for another. Release all karma and intend completion with those that

one has received such  projections from.

5. If a portion of one's dream has become twisted to another, and another's dream

intertwined with one's own, untwist the intertwining and release the agreements to

exchange dreams. Often one will exchange one dream for another, and such agree-

ments are generally karmic. Release the karma and intend completion with all parties

involved and the exchange shall not occur again.

6. Check to see if the dream upon the dreamtime planes surrounding Earth is

whole and intact. If portions of the dream have been siphoned off or your dream

drained, retrieve what has been lost and release the karma. Also look for attachments,

devices to take one's creative flow, or intertwining and release and remove. Intend to

release karma and complete with all parties involved.




